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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Yet again Cycling Southland has had another successful year not only on the road and track,
but also in the office. So much has gone on behind the scenes to strengthen your
organisation and that has, in turn, helped us to produce some fantastic events and results.
Once again we have so many thanks to give out to our many sponsors, supporters and our
amazing group of volunteers. Our events and activities wouldn’t be possible without all
those who contributed to Cycling Southland.
There’s no question that with this community support and input, Cycling Southland remains
one of the best cycling organisations in the country.
GOVERNANCE
The Executive continue to work on ensuring our policies and structure enable our members
to continue their pursuit of cycling excellence. It can be a challenging role to try to develop
policies that benefit all members of our club without alienating anyone, but rest assured
decisions are made with the best interests of the organisation at heart. We will continue to
put all our energies for a balanced club that our members expect and deserve.
Work continues on all operational policies and their ongoing reviews, keeping up with an
ever-increasing changing sporting body.
This year we have seen the good work continue in our Junior Division and Road Racing subcommittees where they are still growing in strength and forming an important aspect of the
organisation’s structure in the future. A big thanks to the volunteers who lead these groups
for their efforts in this area.
FINANCIAL
We continue to face challenges with our finances but we must recognise the contributions
of past manager Mark Hotton and new General Manger Nicola Wills who have kept a steady
hand on this difficult task. As with all sports, we have faced some big challenges this year
competing for the ever-diminishing sporting dollar but we have remained focused during
the transition of our general managers to keep us in a positive cashflow position. Moving
forward, we are planning a strategic review of our finances to help future-proof our
organisation.
In the coming year we need to be careful with the replacement of our much respected Tour
Director Bruce Ross. We need to look at ensuring the continued success of the Tour of
Southland to our club without the knowledge and experience that we have been blessed
with, from Bruce, over the past 50 years.
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Special mention again needs to be made to acknowledge the ILT Foundation, Invercargill
Licensing Trust and Community Trust South. Without their support much of what we do would
not be possible. We also need to recognise Sport Southland and their ongoing support in
helping us develop capability and manage our financial reporting system.
EXECUTIVE AND CENTRE OFFICERS
In the past 12 months we have said farewell to some very valuable staff with both Danielle
Ralph and Mark Hotton moving on but we are lucky that they both continue to offer Cycling
Southland support. While we have been fortunate enough to find and secure very capable
replacement staff in our new General Manager Nicola Wills and our Development and
Events Co-ordinator Glen Thomson (Tomo), we also appreciate the tireless work from Bruce
and Melissa that keep things running.
Bruce has given so much to cycling and to the Tour of Southland that I am not sure how it
could ever be recognised enough. These contributions are what has helped shaped Cycling
Southland as it is today. Thanks Bruce.
This year I need to pass on a huge debt of thanks to my fellow members on the board during
what has been a tough past six months personally. Thanks to Nicola McAra, Cathy Jordan
and Steve Canny who have been co-opted on to support the amazing board members.
Thanks to Luke McPherson, Adam McLeay and Dave Beadle. You have been great.
WHAT’S NEXT
Our focus has not changed and we strive to encourage and support people riding and racing
their bikes. We look to the future with changes abound with the new appointments within
our office and taking cycling to the next level in Southland.
We want more people riding bikes and being a part of your organisation that is Cycling
Southland.
Reece McDonald
President
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GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT
It’s been 12 months of transition for the organisation with the departure of two valued staff
members, but that hasn’t hampered our ability to present quality events and produce
outstanding results.
Events and Development officer Danielle Ralph left shortly after the Yunca Junior Tour of
Southland, while General Manager Mark Hotton left in January to take up a role with tour
sponsor SBS Bank. As an organisation, we are extremely grateful for the hard work and many
long hours both have put in to the event and operational/business side of Cycling Southland.
Glen Thomson joined the organisation in early 2019 in the role of Development and Events
Co-ordinator and we’re thrilled to have someone with his cycling experience involved.
I started in the position in late January and I have enjoyed settling into the role. I’ve loved
meeting people who are passionate about their sport, and Cycling Southland, and I am
grateful for the way I’ve been welcomed into the cycling fraternity.
While settling into the role, I have continued our great relationships with key stakeholders –
ILT Stadium Southland staff, our sponsors, Sport Southland, Cycling New Zealand and other
cycling regions.
They say the only constant is change and this coming year we will see that take shape with
the retirement our long standing, passionate and dedicated Event Manager, Bruce Ross.
Ensuring that Cycling Southland remains a strong sporting organisation we will continue to
maintain the excellent work that has gone before but also focus to ensure that the
organisation is well placed to build on those efforts into the future.
Over the previous 12 months there has been some great work and achievements for Cycling
Southland, and while I cannot lay claim to the majority of it, I am thrilled to be able to
acknowledge some of the key wins.
-

We introduced a new road timing system this year and special thanks must go to
Nathan Shearing and Brendan McLeod for their extensive efforts in determining what
was required and making the necessary arrangements. This is an asset that will bring
benefits well into the future.

-

We again successfully ran the Yunca Junior Tour of Southland in October and the 62nd
SBS Bank Tour of Southland in November. Again both these events remain the premier
tour events in the country.
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-

Our volunteer base remains the envy of many sports and acknowledgement must be
made to the many hours that is put into delivering our sport, we are extremely
grateful.

-

Over the course of the year we held a junior road camp, three carnivals, Top Bike
competitions and have an ever growing number of juniors coming into the sport
through our successful Learn to Ride programmes.

-

The Cycling New Zealand regional performance hub, under Sid Cumming’s guidance,
continues to produce superb young athletes.

And while there are many positives to acknowledge, there have been challenges. With the
organisation not hosting any major events in the past 12 months it has had a significant impact
on the financial situation, but was something that was planned and allowed for.
Finally, I want to say a big thank you to the Executive Board for their support during the past
six months, helping ensure my transition into the role has been as effortless as possible.
To the staff Bruce, Melissa and Glen, thank you for your continued passion, enthusiasm and
your support in these past six months.

Nicola Wills
General Manager
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OPERATIONS REPORT
EVENTS
It’s been another busy year of events, made possible by the support of our volunteers who
continue to give up their valuable personal time to support our sport. Below is a short
summary of our events.

SBS Bank Tour of Southland
The 2018 SBS Bank Tour of Southland was another successful event, across the various criteria
we judge success on. After nine attempts and being jilted twice at the altar, Michael Vink
finally won the prestigious title, although not without being pushed right to the end by Hamish
Bond (16 seconds behind).
The racing, as expected, was of a high quality with the lead changing several times – including
the highlight for local fans of Southlander Matt Zenovich, not only winning the stage into
Lumsden but also holding on to the yellow jersey for two days. It was also tough to see
defending champion James Piccoli crash at the start of the Coronet Peak hill climb, effectively
ending his tilt at a second title – but it didn’t stop him winning the Bluff stage in a gutsy ride.
Eighteen teams competed in the 62nd Tour, which was won by Michael Vink representing the
WPC South-Joyride Apparel team.






Major contributions from the various funding agencies were again solid although
rising costs made it a difficult financial prospective.
Our wonderful group of willing and dedicated volunteers and their efforts remains the
envy of other organisations and ensure the safe and professional delivery of the event.
The feedback following the Tour was again excellent – the measure of success is often
judged by the number of complaints received. To date this is zero.
Of the 108 riders in the Tour, 39 of them were from abroad, indicating the continuing
popularity of the event.
Interest in this year’s event has again been solid but we can’t really be sure of who will
be taking part until they’re on the start line in November.

While this coming race will be my final as tour director, I anticipate still being involved and
offering support to my replacement. It’s been an important part of my life for 50 years and I
am confident that the event will continue to succeed in the foreseeable future.
Bruce Ross
Tour Director
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Yunca Junior Tour of Southland
The ongoing support from the Junior Division parents helped ensure the 2018 tour, again
sponsored by Yunca, was an outstanding success. Numbers reached 130 (up from 97 in 2017)
with strong lift across all ages, but quite noticeably in the U17 boys division.
There was also a big increase in the U13 field, with the numbers forcing the running of a boys
and girls grade, while U19 numbers were the best seen for some time.
Many North Island riders headed south, including 10 Northland youngsters from the pink-clad
Far North Flash team coached by Kaitaia school teacher Phil Gibbs.
Yunca sponsored Phil and two team members to come to the event in 2017 and they returned
with more riders keen to experience some southern hospitality.
A change to the course had riders competing over the infamous Letterbox Hill, which features
on the SBS Bank Tour of Southland. There had been some discussion around the suitability of
that section of road but it proved a popular and challenging addition to the tour.
It proved that a Yunca title is not an easy one to win – the tour is a true test of skill, strength
and ability and remains the leading junior tour in New Zealand.

Vital Signs Fight for Yellow
The inaugural Vital Signs Fight for Yellow two-day tour was held over the weekend of March
30-31. The tour was developed out of Vital Signs’ Mike and Tania’s desire to see that a tour
was available after the long running Tour de Lakes finished last year.
The tour had excellent support with 59 entries over four grades for the five-stage event, with
riders travelling from as far away as Christchurch. The tour was also well supported by local
sponsors with Vital Signs continuing as naming sponsor, and stage sponsorship from the
Mataura Licensing Trust, Southland Commercial and Car Painters, Placemakers (Southland),
Wensley’s Cycles, SBA Accounting (Invercargill) and Fat Hippo Design Group.
The first day was based in Wyndham with two road stages followed by a short but challenging
TT. The racing was held in perfect conditions and having a central location for the start and
finish of each stage was well received.
The second day was based at the Croydon Lodge in Gore, which proved to be an ideal venue.
The first of the day’s stages was a 9km lap around the lodge. The fifth and final 72km stage
started 4km from the lodge and looped through Glencoe and Te Tipua before finishing back
in Gore.
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As the name suggests it was a Fight for Yellow with a yellow jersey and a most aggressive
jersey up for grabs in each grade.
A Grade

Yellow: Hamish Keast

Most Aggressive: La’chlan Robertson

B Grade

Yellow: Shane Pointon

Most Aggressive: Alan Strong

C Grade

Yellow: Aaron Fitzsimons

Most Aggressive: Kerry Russell

D Grade

Yellow: Rhylee Akeroyd

Most Aggressive: Rhylee Akeroyd

Architecture Unlimited Corporate Pursuit
The 2018 Corporate Pursuit was another successful event, organised by Sharyon Ralph with
the support of the office.
The event was streamlined to reduce track hire costs with the event squeezed into about four
hours of quick racing, which worked well. Attracting teams continues to be a challenge in a
difficult corporate environment, with 13 teams taking part last year. The overall title was
claimed by the NZ Police team, over the SBS Bank Thunder team.
An Intro to Track Racing session was run by Lance Spencer after the event and that received
some interest, with riders progressing through to racing, which was really pleasing to see.

Kings House Removal Junior Series
Solid numbers of riders took part in this popular event, run by the Junior Division. There was
competitive racing across all the grades and rider development was again apparent as young
competitors improved noticeably throughout the series.

Cycling Southland Road and Track Championships
The local championships were again well attended, with some excellent break-through results
and we again hosted the para-cycling team (track).

Subway Track Series
We worked with Cycling New Zealand to develop this series, running the pilot event at
Queen’s Birthday weekend. Considerable effort went into providing options for cyclists
travelling from the North Island. It was run as a competitive development weekend for U17,
U19 and U23 riders and worked really well.
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Road Racing
The efforts put in by club members over the past 12-18 months has continued to show
dividends in not only the numbers of those taking part, but also the quality of racing.
The continued focus on the road programme provides shape and purpose to the season and
that’s also been well supported by sponsors, so a big thank you to them.
Junior racing continues to grow with road back to being an important component of junior
riding.

Community Programmes
Our Learn to Ride and Flyers programmes continue to be popular with young riders looking
to emulate their cycling heroes and strong numbers continue to take part.
The efforts of Fergus Canny to deliver our community programmes remains a vital aspect of
this success and he does a great job of bringing riders through and supporting their potential.
We also introduced a Bike School 101 during the first week of the December holidays, which
proved really popular. A grant was obtained from the ILT Foundation to support the delivery
of this.

CycloFit
CycloFit continues to operate successfully throughout the year and offers a healthy cycling
exercise programme to people who have health issues, are recuperating from surgery, special
needs or just want to cycle as a means of exercise in a controlled environment.
This programme is not openly advertised but attracts many of its participants through the
various health agencies, including the Green Prescription programme of Sport Southland.
A massive thank you must go to Andy Blay, who has done a fantastic job overseeing these
sessions. With Andy moving on from this volunteer role we are extremely grateful for the
fabulous work he did, and have welcome Pete Grandiek into this role.

Road Safety
A big thanks must also go to Lindsay Jones, whose ongoing fantastic service as Cycling
Southland’s STMS for road cycling events, ensures we have (again) had no race-related
incidents in the past 12 months.
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Special thanks to
Cycling Southland’s Valued Partners
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FINANCIAL REPORT
2018/19 ANNUAL RESULT – AT A GLANCE
MEMBERS’ EQUITY
PROFIT/(LOSS) FOR THE YEAR

$ 220,937
($ 39,793)

KEY POINTS REGARDING RESULT
The nature of grant funding and the rotation cycle of major national events reduced income,
while staff costs were at the same level in 2018/19 year. This has been an ongoing issue for
the organisation but despite the best efforts of the staff and executive, flattening those peaks
and lifting the cyclical troughs continues to be challenging.
The ongoing focus on financial management tracking and reporting plus greater focus on cost
control has kept the loss to a lower level than in previous years but extensive work will be
required to ensure financial stability.


The SBS Bank Tour of Southland again produced a good financial performance
although increased costs created additional challenges in what is already a difficult
environment. An increase in the number of international teams meant entry income
was down slightly.



Neither the Elite & U19 nor the Age Group national track championships were held in
Invercargill as part of the four-year reciprocal arrangements with Cambridge. These
events are key income streams as well as offering cost recovery opportunities and
contribute significantly to the budgeted loss.



Key capital expenditure included the new road timing system (supported by an
additional grant received from the ILT Foundation). The Invercargill Active
Communities scheme grant for the new track bikes (introduced in 2018) was reported
in the 2018/19 accounts.



Membership income was up because the issue with how Cycling NZ charged centre
fees to the Wakatipu affiliate was addressed.



The staff changes also led to increased wage costs because of handover periods and
the paying out of holiday entitlements.
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